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Dr. Breen Speeches From Half Life 2 Part 2

It has come to my attention that some have lately called me a Noun , as if such a term were shameful. I

ask you, what greater endeavor exists than that of Concept ? In our current unparalleled enterprise,

refusal to Verb Base Form is simply a refusal to grow--an insistence on suicide, if you will.

Did the animal refuse to breathe air? It did not. It Verb Past Tense Modifying Noun forth boldly while its

brethren remained in the Adjective Ends in EST Noun abyss, with Adjective Body 

Part Plural forever Verb Ending in ING modifying the word at at the dark, Adjective and Adjective

despite their eternal vigilance. Would we model ourselves on the Animal ? Are all the accomplishments

of humanity fated to be nothing more than a layer of Adjective plastic Noun Plural thinly strewn

across a Adjective Noun , sandwiched between the Cool Word Type of Rock and

an eon's worth of Noun ?

In order to be true to our nature, and our destiny, we must aspire to greater things. We have outgrown our

Noun . It is futile to cry for mother's Noun , when our true sustenance awaits us among the

Noun Plural . And only the universal union that Adjective minds call 'The Cool Word can

carry us there.

Therefore I say, yes, I am a Noun . We must all Verb Base Form , willingly, eagerly, if we expect to

reap



the benefits of unification. And Verb Base Form we shall.

I'd like to take a moment to address you directly, Dr. Last Name .

Yes. I'm talking to you, the so-called Number Cool First Name Cool Last Name . I have a

question for you. How could you have thrown it all away? It staggers the Body Part . A man of

School Subject , with the ability to sway Adjective and fearful minds toward the Noun ,

choosing instead to embark on a path of Concept and Concept . Make no mistake, Dr.

Last Name . This is not a scientific revolution you have sparked...this is Noun and Noun

.

You have Verb Past Tense Modifying Noun humanity into freefall. Even if you offered your Noun now,

I cannot guarantee that Our Cool Name for a Group would accept it. At the moment, I fear they have begun to

look upon even Noun with suspicion. So much for serving as humanity's Job Title .

Help me win back their trust, Dr. Last Name . Surrender while you still can. Help ensure that humanity's

trust in you is not misguided.

Do what is right, Dr. Last Name . Serve mankind.



So, this is Dr. Last Name ... at last. I wish I could say this was a pleasant surprise, but it's neither a

surprise nor, as you will surely agree, very pleasant. Well, I'm nothing if not pragmatic.

Well, Dr. Last Name , under other Concept Plural I like to think we might have been able to work

together in an atmosphere of mutual concept and respect. Certainly judging from your brief tenure at

Color Type of Geography , while I was its administrator, you showed every promise of becoming a

Adjective and Adjective Noun to the scientific process. And yet, I'm not sure what

spurred you to it, but there is really no place in this enterprise for a rogue job title .

Your Noun Plural are partly to blame, of course; my disappointment in First Name Last 

Name and First Name Kleiner is far greater than my sorrow over your unfortunate choice of career

path. In a way I suppose you could not have done otherwise. Who knows what seeds of Concept they

planted when you were Adjective and gullible? But while they certainly share a great part of the

responsibility, for the recent troubles, it is you alone who have chosen to act with such willful disregard for

humanity's Noun .

Tell me, Dr. Last Name , if you can: you have destroyed so much -- what is it exactly that you have

created? Can you name even one thing?... I thought not.

I



have laid the foundation for humanity's survival, and not as we have narrowly defined ourselves but as

something greater than we could ever imagine, something that we can now only begin to glimpse.

Look, First Name , look at what you are throwing away. Is it worth it?

Careful, First Name ! These Noun Plural are quite Adjective !

Exclamation ... Is this on? Yes? Very well, I... I am not much of a public noun ending in er , but I'll...

I'll do my best.

Exclamation ... Fellow citizens... Residents of Cool Name 17 and Cool Name ... by which I

mean sentient residents, of course, human and otherwise, although I believe there is little need to explain recent

developments to our Cool Name For New Species allies...

At any rate... First, as a matter of great urgency, if you find yourself still within the confines of Location

17, you are well advised to leave the type of location at once by the fastest means available to you. We

have service to much of the commuter Noun system in order to carry citizens out of the city as

Adverb as possible. We have also established Noun Plural and Adjective areas in the

surrounding location plural .



I repeat, you must evacuate the location at once.

While there was certainly a great benefit in destroying the Capitalized Noun Possessive teleport core, we have

detected one rather unfortunate side effect.

It would appear an inevitability that very soon now, the Capitalized Noun will be Verb Past Tense 

Modifying Noun in a destructive event whose magnitude I cannot currently estimate with any certainty, except to

say that it will almost certainly Verb Base Form modifying a Noun an area of many miles' radius.

Therefore, I repeat, evacuate City Name 17 at once if not sooner! I cannot state this without enough

undue Noun !

On a lighter note, if you are already in one of our designated Noun zones, I feel obliged to point out that

a more fortunate side-effect of the noun possessive destruction is the complete removal of the

Cool Group Name Possessive Noun suppression field.

Previously, certain protein chains important to the process of Noun development were selectively

prevented from forming. This is no longer the case. For those so inclined, now would be an excellent time for

Verb Base Form . Which is to say, in layman's terms, you should give serious consideration to doing your

part



for the revival of the Noun Plural . We must make the most of the time we have, as it is by no means

certain how much time we have secured ourselves before the Cool Name attempt to restore their

Noun , as they certainly shall.

Since this is in fact the first opportunity we have had to speak openly of the Adjective influence of the

Cool Name , there is much ground to cover--and in fact I hope to institute a series of Adjective

Noun Plural in the days ahead. However, for now, we will have to content ourselves with some relatively

meager Noun .

The destabilization of the Cool Name 17 Noun has had repercussions that were not entirely

unexpected, although we hardly dared speak this hope ahead of time. The Adjective pulse forced a

Noun on the entire network of linked Citadel reactors. Thus, for the time being, I believe the 

word that all Cool Name Noun Plural have failed completely, as well as all type of 

technology systems based on that technology.

In short, the Combine are completely cut off. Cool Group Name forces currently stationed on

Planet are now isolated units. Stranded.

However, this is most likely a temporary state of affairs. As we once learned to our dismay, even the relatively

tiny



Noun at Color Type of Geography like Mountain gave our enemies an Noun which

they were able to force ever wider, as they verb past tense modifying the word through through in greater and greater

numbers.

In addition to the completely Adjective species, there are many Adjective post-human

Noun Plural still remaining on Planet who will be doing their utmost to re-establish lines of

communication and Noun with the larger forces.

Even so, there is greater reason for hope now than at any time in the past Time period .

We have made, in secret, several Adjective advances which we will do our best to deploy in advance of

the Cool Group Name Possessive return.

We continue to diligently assemble and Verb Modifying a Noun a new generation of Job Title Plural and

Job Title Plural .

For what the Cool Name fear the most is not any tangible human Noun , but our Noun ,

our intellect, our ability to respond Adverb and rationally to every Noun they turn against us.

We



place our firmest hope in the human concept , even knowing how easily it may be shattered. We have all

seen friends and family crushed by the Cool Name . Some of our neighbors have allowed themselves to be

Verb Past Tense Following Word allowed themselves to be , and purged of their Concept , by the Adjective

Noun .

And those who resisted have met a most terrible Noun .

Still, I cannot overstate how important it is that we retain our Noun . Only this will allow us to hold

together as we must for their inevitable return...and what is certain to be unimaginable Concept .
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